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ABSTRACT: Through first-principles real-time density-matrix
(FPDM) dynamics simulations, we investigated spin relaxation
due to electron−phonon and electron−impurity scatterings with
spin−orbit coupling (SOC) in two-dimensional Dirac materials
silicene and germanene at finite temperatures. We discussed the
applicability of conventional descriptions of spin relaxation
mechanisms by Elliott-Yafet (EY) and D’yakonov-Perel’ (DP)
compared to the FPDM method, which is determined by a
complex interplay of intrinsic SOC, external fields, and scattering
strength. For example, the electric field dependence of the spin
lifetime by FPDM is close to the DP mechanism for silicene at
room temperature but similar to the EY mechanism for germanene.
Because of its stronger SOC strength and buckled structure in
contrast to graphene, germanene has a giant spin lifetime anisotropy and spin-valley locking effect under nonzero Ez and low
temperatures. More importantly, germanene has a long spin lifetime (∼100 ns at 50 K) and an ultrahigh carrier mobility, making it
advantageous for spin-valleytronic applications.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of graphene, significant advances have been
made in the field of spintronics, exploiting spin transport
instead of charge transport, with much less dissipation for low-
power electronics. Several properties are key parameters for
spin transport, such as long spin lifetime τs and diffusion
length, a high carrier mobility, and the spin-valley locking
(SVL) effect. Long spin lifetime and diffusion length ensure a
robust spin state during propagation in a device. SVL is
valuable for the emerging research field of ”valleytronics”,1−3

which utilizes the valley-pseudospin as basic unit for quantum
information technology.
Graphene is a very promising spintronic material,4 with an

ultrahigh mobility5 and the longest known spin diffusion length
at room temperature.6 However, because of its weak spin−
orbit coupling (SOC), SVL may be realized only through
external effects, e.g., the proximity effect by interfacing with
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs).7,8 Other 2D
materials9 including TMDs10 also show exciting properties
for spin-/valleytronics,1−3 for example, an ultralong spin/valley
lifetime (e.g., 2 μs in p-type monolayer WSe2 at 5 K) and a
robust spin lifetime against in-plane magnetic fields, a signature
of the SVL effect. However, TMDs have much lower mobilities
than graphene, which is undesirable for electronic devices.11,12

Silicene and germanene have attracted significant attention
because of their resemblance to and distinction from

graphene.13−17 They possess several remarkable properties,
including tunable band structures by applying perpendicular
electric fields Ez, high mobility18,19 (Figure S10), quantum spin
hall effects,20,21 etc. Moreover, because of the buckled
geometry, their SOC strength is highly enhanced and their
electronic structure under finite Ez has similarity to TMDs:
opposite spin signs in K and K′ valleys, which are imposed by
time-reversal symmetry, large SOC-induced band splittings,
and highly polarized states. Therefore, silicene and germanene
can combine the advantages of both graphene and TMDs but
avoid some shortcomings such as limited spin lifetime (less
than or equal to tens of nanoseconds) in graphene
samples,22,23 the absence of SVL in graphene, and low mobility
in TMDs.11,12

Unfortunately, the potential for spin-based information
technologies by silicene and germanene has yet to be
demonstrated. Understanding spin dynamics and transport in
materials is of key importance for spintronics and information
technologies, and one key metric of useful spin dynamics is τs.
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Compared with graphene, for which τs has been extensively
studied,6,25,26 the τs of silicene and germanene have not been
measured and the existing few theoretical studies were done
based on relatively simple models27,28 without realistic
interactions with phonons and impurities. Recently, we
developed a first-principles density-matrix (FPDM) method
with quantum descriptions of the scattering processes between
electron−phonon (e-ph), electron−impurities (e-i), and
electron−electron to simulate spin−orbit-mediated spin
dynamics in solid-state systems with arbitrary symmetry.29,30

We applied this method to disparate materials and obtained
good agreement with experiments.26,29,30 This new method
enables us to predict the τs of silicene and germanene at finite
temperatures with realistic interactions with the environment
without introducing any simplified model or empirical
parameters, for picosecond to microsecond time scale
simulation.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Electronic Structure. We first show electronic quantities
of silicene and germanene under different Ez, which are closely
related to spin dynamics and essential for understanding spin
relaxation mechanisms.
Figure 1a describes schematic band structures under Ez.

DFT results of band gaps and the average of band splittings
⟨Δ⟩ between two conduction/valence bands are shown in
Figure 1c. ‘⟨⟩’ represents taking the average of the electronic
quantity (see the definition in the caption of Figure 1). At Ez =
0, because of the time-reversal and inversion symmetries, every
two bands form a Kramers degenerate pair.31 A finite Ez splits a
Kramers pair because of broken inversion symmetry and band
splitting increases with Ez (see Figure 1c). Moreover, as seen in
Figure 1a, c, the band gap closes under a critical electric field
Ecr (0.2 and 2.5 V/nm for silicene and germanene,
respectively) and opens again above Ecr, corresponding to a
phase transition from a topological insulator to a band
insulator.13

The band splittings under finite Ez are effectively induced by
k- and band-dependent “internal” magnetic fields Bin, which are
SOC fields induced by broken inversion symmetry.31 Bkn

in ≡
2ΔknSkn

exp/(geμB), where k and n are k-point and band indices,
respectively. geμB is the electron spin gyromagnetic ratio. Sexp ≡
(Sx

exp, Sy
exp,Sz

exp), where Si
exp is spin expectation value along

direction i and is the diagonal element of the spin matrix si on a
Bloch basis.
In Figure 1b, we depict schematics of Bin (blue arrows) near

a Dirac cone of planar silicene, buckled silicene, and buckled
germanene under finite Ez. In planar silicene, Bin is purely in-
plane, known as Rashba spin−orbit fields BR

in. Bin in buckled
silicene is analogous to an admixture of BR

in and out-of-plane
field Bz

in, because buckled geometry results in the presence of
Bz
in. Different from silicene, Bin in buckled germanene is fully

out-of-plane. This indicates that the stronger intrinsic SOC in
germanene significantly increases Bz

in and thus the proportion
of the in-plane component diminishes. We examine the
averaged Bin along z, ⟨Bz

in⟩, and along x, ⟨Bx
in⟩, under Ez, as

shown in Figure 1d. Whereas ⟨Bx
in⟩ for silicene and germanene

increases slowly with similar values, ⟨Bz
in⟩ for germanene rises

much more rapidly than that for silicene because of stronger
intrinsic SOC. Bin and its anisotropy Bz

in/Bx
in are crucial for spin

relaxation.
Spin Relaxation under Finite Ez. Spin lifetime and the

spin relaxation mechanism can be tuned by applying electric
fields.26,32 We start our theoretical study from the electric-field
dependence of τs, which is critical for the manipulation of spin
relaxation.
As we perform FPDM calculations of τs, it is important to

understand the connection and distinction between the FPDM
method and previous theoretical models developed for specific
spin relaxation mechanisms, such as Elliott-Yafet (EY) and
D’yakonov-Perel’ (DP) mechanisms.31 EY represents spin
relaxation due to spin-flip scattering. DP is activated when
inversion symmetry is broken, which results in random spin
precession between adjacent scattering events. We denote their
corresponding τs with τs

EY and τs
DP, respectively. They are often

Figure 1. Electronic quantities of silicene and germanene under different perpendicular electric fields (Ez). (a) Schematic band structures under
different Ez (see calculated band structures in Figures S3−S5), where Ecr is the critical electric field leading to zero band gap. (b) Schematic internal
magnetic fields Bin (blue arrows) at a Fermi circle near one Dirac cone of planar silicene, (buckled) silicene, and (buckled) germanene induced by
breaking inversion symmetry under finite Ez. Bkn

in = 2ΔknSkn
exp/(geμB), where k and n are k-point and band indices, respectively. geμB is the electron

spin gyromagnetic ratio. Δkn is the energy difference between two conduction (valence) bands. Sexp is a vector and Sexp ≡ (Sx
exp,Sy

exp,Sz
exp), where Si

exp

is spin expectation value along direction i and is the diagonal element of spin matrix si on a Bloch basis. The spin texture of different systems under
finite Ez is shown in Figure S7. (c) Band gaps (black lines) and the averaged band splitting energies ⟨Δ⟩ (red lines) between two conduction/
valence bands. (d) Averaged out-of-plane (Bz

in) and in-plane internal magnetic fields (Bx
in). Throughout this work, ⟨A⟩ means the average24 of

electronic quantity A and ⟨A⟩ = ∑kn f ′(εkn) Akn/∑kn f ′(εkn). f ′ is the derivative of the Fermi−Dirac distribution function. In this figure, for
averaging, T = 300 K and the chemical potential μ is set in the middle of the band gap.
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approximated by simplified relations:31,33,34 (i) (τs,i
EY)−1 ≈ 4⟨bi

2⟩
⟨τp

−1⟩ (EY relation), where τp is carrier lifetime. bi
2 = 0.5 − Si

exp

is the degree of mixture of spin-up and spin-down states, so-
called ”spin mixing”,31,35 and is calculated at Ez = 0. (ii)
(τs,i

DP)−1 ≈ ⟨τp
−1⟩−1⟨Ω2−Ωi

2⟩ (DP relation), where Ωi = geμBBi
in

is the Larmor precession frequency31 with Bi
in defined earlier.

Another estimation of (τs)
−1 by considering both mechanisms

is36 (τs
E+ D)−1 = (τs

EY)−1 + (τs
DP)−1. In the following, we

compare FPDM calculations and these phenomenological
models with first-principles inputs of τp, bi

2, and Ωi.
We first investigate out-of-plane and in-plane spin lifetime

τs,z and τs,x, respectively, and their anisotropy (τs,z/τs,x) at Ez =
0 and 300 K. From Figure 2a, c, we find that (i) τs,z and τs,x of

silicene are much longer than for germanene; (ii) large τs,z/τs,x
(10−100) is observed for both materials, much greater than
the 0.5 value for graphene.7,26 Both phenomena may be
qualitatively understood based on the EY relation (typically
dominant in inversion symmetric systems). Roughly speaking,
the larger τs of silicene is mainly from the smaller b2 compared
with germanene based on their intrinsic SOC strength.
Although the large τs,z/τs,x is a result of large bz

2/bx
2 (Figures

S6 and S8a).
We then discuss the Ez dependence of τs. From Figure 2a, c,

the τs,x of silicene and germanene rapidly reduces with Ez. This
is probably because finite Ez breaks the inversion symmetry
and lifts Kramers degeneracy. This induces Bin with a rapidly
increased z component as shown in Figure 1d, and thus leads
to fast in-plane spin relaxation (perpendicular to Bz

in) and
reduces τs,x.
Unlike τs,x, the τs,z of germanene is insensitive to Ez in Figure

2c, although the τs,z of silicene decreases quickly with Ez
(Figure 2a). To better understand the Ez dependence of τs,z, we
compare FPDM τs,z with the model ones, τs,z

EY, τs,z
DP, and τs,z

E+ D, in
Figure 2b, d. From Figure 2b for silicene, we show that τs,z

E+ D

and τs,z
DP approximately agree with FPDM τs,z in trends. For

germanene, however, from Figure 2d, we find that τs,z
EY is in

good agreement with the FPDM τs,z, but neither τs,z
E+ D nor τs,z

DP

capture the qualitative trend. Therefore, the z-direction spin
relaxation in germanene is mostly driven by the EY

mechanism, and the weak Ez dependence of the τs,z of
germanene may be qualitatively explained by τp (Figure S12)
and τs,z

EY (Figure 2b) not being sensitive to Ez. The suppression
of the DP mechanism in germanene under finite Ez may be due
to the huge Bin anisotropy Bz

in/Bx
in (see Figure 1d and Figure

S8b): as Bz
in is so strong, any in-plane spins will be quickly

relaxed, and all spins are pinned along z; thus, the total spin
can decay only through direct spin-flip processes but not
through spin precession driven by Bin, which changes the spin
direction gradually.

Temperature Dependence of τs,z and Spin-Valley
Locking. It is important to understand the sensitivity of τs to
temperature and determine the optimal operating temper-
ature.30,38,39 Therefore, we show the temperature dependence
of τs,z without Ez and with Ez = 2 and 5 V/nm (∼Ecr + 2 V/
nm) in intrinsic silicene and germanene, respectively, in Figure
3a, b. Without Ez, the τs,z of both systems increases quickly on

cooling. This is the usual behavior of the EY spin lifetime
simply because of the weaker e-ph scattering with lowering
temperature. Because the phonon occupation is smaller at a
lower temperature, τp is longer (Figure S12), so τs is longer (τs
∝ τp with the EY mechanism). Under finite Ez, the τs,z values of
germanene are similar to the values under zero Ez, as shown in
Figure 3b, which is expected from the discussions on the Ez
dependence of germanene above. In sharp contrast, finite Ez
significantly reduces the τs,z of silicene and modifies the
temperature dependence. To interpret such complex temper-
ature dependence, in Figure 3c, we compare FPDM τs,z and the
model ones for silicene. All model relations fail to reproduce
the temperature dependence under finite Ez for silicene. The
failure of the DP relation below 200 K is probably because it is
inapplicable in a weak scattering regime (weak e-ph scattering

Figure 2. Spin lifetimes τs (left y-axis) and its anisotropy (right y-axis,
red lines) of (a) intrinsic silicene and (c) intrinsic germanene as a
function of Ez at 300 K. (b, d) τs,z obtained by different methods.
FPDM, first-principles real-time density-matrix calculations; EY and
DP correspond to τs,z

EY and τs,z
DP evaluated by EY and DP relations,

respectively. E+D corresponds to τs
E+ D = 1/[1/τs

EY + 1/τs
DP]. Figure 3. Temperature-dependent τs,z of intrinsic (a) silicene and (b)

germanene under Ez = 0 and Ez ≠ 0 (2 and 5 V/nm for silicene and
germanene, respectively). (c) τs,z of intrinsic silicene under Ez≠ 0
obtained by different methods. The labels of the curves have the same
meanings as in Figure 2. (d) Relative intervalley spin relaxation
contribution η of germanene under Ez = 0 and Ez ≠ 0. η is defined as

w

( )

( ) ( )
z

z z

s,
inter 1

s,
inter 1

s,
intra 1η = τ

τ τ+

−

− − , where τs,z
inter and τs,z

intra are intervalley and

intravalley τs, corresponding to scattering processes between K and
K′ valleys and within a single K or K′ valley, respectively. η being close
to 1 or 0 corresponds to intervalley or intravalley scattering dominant
spin relaxation, respectively. See more details of η in ref 37.
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at low temperatures (τp⟨Ω⟩ ≳1)).31 Other relations have been
proposed for weak scattering,31,34,40 e.g., τs ∼ |Ω|−1, but none
can capture the correct temperature dependence of the τs,z of
silicene under finite Ez, e.g., τs ∼ |Ω|−1 predicts τs,z < 20 ps at all
temperatures investigated here. Our theoretical studies high-
light the importance of simulating τs using the FPDM method
for reliable prediction of τs for large variations of external
conditions.
Since the bands near the Fermi energy are composed of the

Dirac cones around K and K′ valleys in silicene and
germanene, the spin relaxation process arises from intervalley
and intravalley scatterings. To scrutinize contributions of
intervalley and intravalley scatterings to τs, we examine relative
intervalley spin relaxation contribution η (see its definition in
the caption of Figure 3). η being close to 1 or 0 corresponds to
spin relaxation being dominated by intervalley or intravalley
scattering, respectively. From Figure 3d, for germanene under
Ez = 5 V/nm, η becomes close to 1 at T ≤ 70 K. This indicates
that spin relaxation is dominated by intervalley processes and is
a signature of SVL. Long τs,z reaching 100 ns at 50 K and Ez =
5 V/nm indicates the stability of the spin states against spin
relaxation. Contrarily, in silicene, because of the relatively small
SOC splitting even at Ez = 2 V/nm as shown in Figure 1b, spin
relaxation is mostly through intravalley scattering (not shown),
which indicates SVL will hardly be present.
Formally, the terminology “spin-valley locking” means that

the spin index (spin-up and spin-down) becomes locked with
the valley index (e.g., K or K′).41 This implies that (i) two
valleys exist with opposite spin polarizations. (ii) Within one
valley, spins are all highly polarized along one direction, and
carriers have the same sign of spin. This needs a large SOC
splitting, i.e., the spin-up and -down bands being largely
separated.
Point ii will cause highly suppressed intravalley spin

relaxation (i.e., relaxation through scattering processes within
one valley). We explain the reason using germanene as an
example: Under 5 V/nm, the SOC splitting for germanene is
large, 23 meV at K. To have spins with the same sign, most of
carriers should be located around the band edges (which
require low temperatures and low carrier densities). The
intravalley spin-flip transition between an occupied state at
band edges and an empty state at the second conduction/

valence band will then be rather weak at low temperatures, as
phonon occupation becomes negligible (Figure S9b) at the
corresponding phonon energy (comparable to SOC splitting).
For intervalley e-ph processes, the corresponding phonon

wavevectors are away from Γ (e.g., around K) and the
minimum phonon frequency is finite (7 meV for germanene,
see Figure S9b). Therefore, with SVL, spin relaxation through
e-ph scattering (mostly intervalley) will be highly suppressed
leading to long τs, because of small phonon occupations
(Figure S9b) at relatively low temperatures.
SVL also allows the utilization of previously developed

valleytronic technologies to design germanene-based devices.1,3

Our calculations provide guidance on the necessary conditions
to realize SVL in germanene.

Carrier Density and Magnetic Field Dependence of
τs,z for Germanene at Low T. As spin-valley locking and long
τs,z were observed in intrinsic germanene at 50 K, we further
investigate how they are affected by carrier density, which can
be tuned by electrical gate experimentally.
In Figure 4a, we plot τs,z of germanene as a function of

excess carrier density n (which is electron density ne minus
hole density nh, and controlled by chemical potential μ). We
find it is very sensitive to n at the degenerate doping range (n
≳ 4 × 1010 cm−2, corresponding to μ above the conduction
band minimum). As the carriers contributing to spin relaxation
have higher energies when n increases, the strong n
dependence of τs,z should be mainly a result of the enhanced
e-ph scattering strength at higher energies (Figure S13).
Moreover, from Figure 4b, the relative intervalley spin

relaxation contribution η > 0.9 at n ≤ 4 × 1010 cm−2 under Ez =
5 V/nm. This indicates spin relaxation being dominated by
intervalley processes and the presence of SVL at the
corresponding condition, consistent with our above discussions
about SVL.
We then investigate SVL effects under in-plane magnetic-

field Bx. From Figure 4c at 50 K for germanene, Bx has weak
effects on τs,z under finite Ez. This is because the external
magnetic field is too weak compared with Bin under finite Ez.
This weak Bx dependence of τs,z is often used as an
experimental evidence of SVL.10 Under Ez = 0, however,
strong Bx dependence is observed. This is because without the

Figure 4. Spin relaxation in germanene at 50 K under 0 and 5 V/nm. (a) τs,z and (b) relative intervalley spin relaxation contribution η of germanene
as a function of excess carrier density n, which is electron density ne minus hole density nh, and controlled by chemical potential μ. Positive carrier
density corresponds to electron doping. (c) τs,z as a function of in-plane magnetic field Bx. (d) τs,z as a function of impurity density ni of neutral Ge
vacancy (with ne and nh kept the same as for intrinsic germanene). η being close to 1 or 0 corresponds to spin relaxation being dominated by
intervalley or intravalley scattering, respectively. The blue and green dotted vertical lines correspond to μ at the minima of the first and second
conduction bands, respectively. The black and red dotted lines are τs,z in the zero ni limit under Ez = 0 and 5 V/nm, respectively.
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presence of Bin due to Kramers degeneracy, the external Bx will
mix out-of-plane and in-plane spin relaxation.42

Impurity Effects and Spin Diffusion Length. As an
initial theoretical investigation of impurity effects, we consider
only one common neutral defect in germanene, a single Ge
atom vacancy.43 From Figure 4d, we observe that τs,z values are
reduced by impurities and the reduction becomes significant
when impurity density ni approaches 1 × 1012 cm−2.
Furthermore, τs,z under Ez = 5 V/nm reduces much less than
that with Ez = 0. Our simulations suggest that if ni < 1 × 1012

cm−2, germanene can exhibit long τs,z over 100 ns at T ≤ 50 K,
especially under finite Ez.
We compute in-plane spin diffusion length l∥,sz for the z-

direction spin of germanene using the relation31 l Ds z, s,z
τ=∥ ,

where D is the diffusion coefficient. D is estimated using the

Einstein relation44 D n n( )/ n n
c e h

d( )
d
e hμ= +

μ
+

, where cμ is the

average of the electron and hole mobility, which are obtained
from first principles by solving the Boltzmann equation
(Section SVI in the Supporting Information). From Table 1,

we can see at 300 K l∥,sz of germanene is 2−3 μm, shorter than
the longest measured value of ∼12 μm for the graphene
samples.6 At 50 K, as mobilities are higher and τs,z values are
longer, l∥,sz exceeds 100 μm with ni ≤ 1 × 1011 cm−2, much
longer than experimental values of graphene, which range from
1 to 40 μm at different temperatures.9

Additionally, we find both τs,z and τp decrease with
increasing ni, so τs,z has a positive correlation with τp. This
trend agrees with the EY relation. However, τp changes much
faster than τs,z, which does not follow the EY relation,
considering that b2 is not affected by impurities. This indicates
that the EY relation can not be used for quantitative evaluation.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Using our new FPDM method, we computed the spin lifetimes
of two Dirac 2D materials, silicene and germanene, as a
function of temperature, electrical doping, and neutral
impurities, as well as applied electric and magnetic fields. We
find silicene and germanene have qualitatively different spin
relaxation mechanisms under finite Ez. By comparing FPDM τs
and those estimated by phenomenological models with first-
principles inputs, we find that germanene τs,z can be
qualitatively understood by the EY relation with and without

Ez. However, spin relaxation in silicene is complicated:
Although at room temperature, the trend of Ez dependence
of τs,z is captured by a combination of EY and DP relations, the
temperature dependence of τs,z under finite Ez is explained by
neither EY nor DP relations.
We demonstrated a giant spin lifetime anisotropy (two

orders of magnitude higher than for graphene) and provided
the condition for SVL with a long spin lifetime in germanene.
Specifically, we show that at a low T of 50 K, the τs,z of
germanene can reach 100 ns and l∥,sz can exceed 100 μm
(longer than graphene samples), if ni ≤ 1 × 1011 cm−2. This is
very promising because SVL has only been realized in either
TMDs, which usually have much lower mobility, or graphene
on substrates that have complexity of interfacial engineering.
The realization of SVL in single materials with a long spin
lifetime and an ultrahigh mobility opens up highly promising
pathways for spin-valleytronic applications.

■ METHODS
The master equation of density matrix ρ(t) due to e-ph and e-i
scattering in interaction picture reads29,30

t
t
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I t P t t
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d
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(1)

where H.C. is the Hermitian conjugate. The subindex, e.g.,
“1”, is the combined index of the k-point and band. P(t) is the
generalized scattering-rate matrix considering both e-ph and e-i
scatterings, and is computed from e-ph and e-i matrix
elements, electron and phonon energies.
All energies and matrix elements are calculated on coarse k

and q meshes using the DFT software JDFTx,45 and then
interpolated to fine meshes in a basis of maximally localized
Wannier functions.46−48 Starting from an initial state with a net
spin, we evolve ρ(t) through eq 1 for a long enough simulation
time, typically from nansecond to microsecond. Then, after
obtaining spin observable Si(t) from ρ(t) (eq S1) and fitting
Si(t) to an exponential decay curve, the decay constant τs,i is
obtained.
More technical details are given in Supporting Information

Sections SI and SII and ref 29.
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